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lllflllgumlf.pr·tlllf' 

'llod 11111dc the land nnd the scn; the lf111d lie 
divided IIIIIOIIl\IIICII 1111d the sea J le g IVC ill 
COil\1111111. lt Is llllhcard or thnt II II Y(I Il t! 
should he forhlddc11 to sni l the .•H.:a!-1 . ff you 
seck to do that, you willtnkc the bread rn,rn 
the mouths of my people' . Sultnn 
Ala'uddin, Makassar, I(JI5.' 

'Everything must be recaptured and 
relocated in the general framework of 
history, so that despite the dif'.cultics, the.! 
fundamental paradoxes and contradictions, 
we may respect the unity of history which is 
also the unity of life' . Fernand Braudel. ~ 

I t is almost exactly fifty years since the posthumous publication of the great 
French historian Marc Bloch's· The Historian's Craft, an inspiring set of 

meditations on his life's work, and as eo-founder of the now legendary journal 
Annates, which gave rise to a major school of historical writing.1 Profoundly 
influenced by the dark events that shaped his era-world wars and 
totalitarianism-Bioch's writing has not only stood the test of time but he hns 
become an epitome of the endeavour that historians should uphold, in the fncc or 
the equally perplexing events of our own age, and in the spirit of unfettered 
critical enquiry. 

What I propose in this lecture is that we need to revisit nnd rccnpturc the 
spirit of Bloch in order to understand and explain the intricate changes of the 
contemporary world order and Malaysia's place in that order. In pnrl this hns H' 

do with a recognition that the m'ethods for writing history that hnvc uvnlvl·d in 
Malaysia are simply inadequate for the intellectual tasks thnt w siHHIId h~ 

' Cited in John Villicrs, 'Makassar: the rise and fall of nn East lndnnl.)sinn l\lnrltluw ·n·mtin~ 

Slate, 1512-1669'' in J' Kathirithamby-Wells nnd John Villicrs (cds) nu· Scmlht'HSI Asiwl ,.,,., Whl 

l)olity, Siugaporc, Singapore University Press, 1990, p. 154. 
2 htnaud Braudd, On 1/istory, Chicago, Chicago University Pross, 19H:! I~H·i~!lnall>' puhllsh,·d 11-< 

J:crit.\' sur 1'/ii:;toire, Paris, Plamrnarion, 1969]. 
1 Marc Bloch, 'l'lte 1/i.vtorlan :,· Crt(/i. New York, Vintngc Bunks, I ~.~•1. On tho sl~111llkllll~\' \)f \hll 

I!Jtllale!i school of history sec Peter Burkc, 'l'ltfl Prt~IIC'It 1/i.l'ltll'il'cll Nt'\'(1/utillll .' ..\mwlcs S1'11ool, 
llJ2!J.J9HlJ, Slanfonl, Slunford University Pn.1ss, I!)') I. 
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. • . .. ,1 , . ·r l)lll it simply, 11tuch current historiography-that is the 
settmg tot out se vcs. o . . . . .· . . 

. 
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. 
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, ,
11 

the m·tternls ol the past ,md how we Wltte Ltnd thmk about 
rclattons liP )C wee ' ' . . .· · h . 
. • • 1 •• 1

•
1
· ~·,· s The best wny of chat actct1smg t e current state of 

1t- ts m a state o c .... · · · . . . 

l 
. . . .. 

111
.
11 1

·
1 1·s hemmed in from all s1des by a kmd of Circumscribed 

\ISll)l\ IS ' . b ') I h' 
l 

· 1. Ht' ·tori·ms of Malaysia themselves have UI t t 1c 1gh walls and 
paroc 1ta tsm. s ' ff f 1 · 
l I 

.1. ~s tl
1
.-1t 11ave deliberately cut them o rom 1ealthy Interaction 

t te g ass cet mg , ' . . . 
with other Asian historians as well as scholars m analogous f1~lds of enqmry. The 
result is a sterile scholasticism that knows little of and c~res sttllless for the spirit 
of interdisciplinary dialogue. As such, it can te~ch ~s httle ~bout who we are or 
who we may become. In their current state, histoncal studtes have reached an 

impasse. . . 
What follows from this stark criticism is a recogmtwn that we can and must 

take apart that 'narrative' that is history in order to explain how and why it was 
constructed. History is precious in imagining our nation and our identity. But to 
interrogate it-to question and scrutinise it-is not to break or. destroy. It is also 
to re-construct. The 'narrative' that is history is the story as told in our textbooks. 
It is our collective memory. But it is also a construction or a process of 
production (in the departments of history, in. rvialaysian universities), that goes 
through a supply chain (in the form of school and college textbooks), that is 
consumed (in the national school and universities examinations) and then 
emerges to be reproduced again. Set in -this light, history is therefore both 
conditioned and conditional. It is crafted, and we need to continue to read and 
reflect on the historian's craft. 

This compulsion to re-examine the very craft of history is meant here in its 
two senses. In the first place, the craft refers to the artisanal qualities of our 
profession, of the way we literally identify and mould the corpus of raw 
materials-the documentary evidence-into some coherent and plausible 
representation of the past. This has everything to do, of course, with the essential 
methodologies we employ, both the tried and tested techniques and the 
innovations which might yield new insights. And it has to do with the 
fundamental epistemology of what actually constitutes the nature and grounds of 
knowledge especially with reference to its limits and validity. But my reference 
to the historian's craft should also conjure up another, equally important, 
metaphor,. that of. history as a vessel charting a course through the dangerous 
waters of Ideological predilections and special interests-throuoh what Fernand 
Br~udel called 'the fundamental paradoxes and contradictio~s'-in order to 
ar:Iv~ at some unified and holistic understanding of our past and present. And 
th1s IS essentially a questio f t 1 · · · b t n o on o ogy, questtonmg and understanding a ou 
the nature of being created and of creation itself. 
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These initial thoughts on the limits and opportunities of the historian's craft 
also prompt some more personal reflections in response to the query: why 
history? Let me share with you my story, theorising why and how I do my work 
on history. 1t started off very simply, with curiosity, about myself and about my 
family. Where do we come from; why are we the way we arc? Intuitively, then, 
the first seeds of my interest in history seem to reflect the truth of CoiJingwood's 
famous dictum that 'history is for human self-knowledge' .4 More precisely, 
history enables me to integrate my ideas about time and space: historical time 
and geographical space. This confluence is necessary because history is not 
merely about chronology; rather history unfolds in a physical context, a space. 
And it is this confluence that precisely constitutes our lives: time and space. 

Believe it or not, I came to history through geology. I did a full first year 
course on geology which absolutely fascinated me. What is geology? It is, put 
simply, the study of rock formation and of the earth. Key in this is time or history. 
A rock is an aggregate of minerals, each of which has its own physical and 
chemical properties. Elements that can be classified, over time and through a 
process, form the rock that emerges, whether it is a metamorphic rock, igneous 
rock or sedimentary rock. Only by studying the elements and the process through 
time does one see the pattern that emerges to identify the rock formation. 
Geology can thus be used to infer past environments of the earth based on the 
physical characteristics of the rocks and the changes that occurred over time. And 
that is precisely how I approached the study of history. Of course, my 
approach-while it was unusual-was not without precedent. For example, the 
idea of the importance of the physical environment for civilisation was adapted 
by historians of the Annates school to describe the long-term developments that 
shaped human history. But I was interested equally in the methodological 
implications of geology for the historian's craft. Here, my initial premise was 
straightforward: there are elements that over time and through multiple processes 
of change have been crafted to form our history. My task as an historian is to 
interrogate this crafting. This means to push questions about what are the 
elements, to ask where they come from, the processes of change and adaptation, 
and, above all, to identify who crafted them into this story we call 'our history'. 

At another level, studying geology took us as students to field work to obtain 
data and back to the workbench in the science laboratory where as a team we 
scrutinised the evidence under the watchful eye of the master craftsman in order 
to get into the elements and understand the processes that led to their formation 

• R.G. Collingwood, The Idea of History: With Lecrure.r 1926-1928, Oxford, Oxford University 
Press, 1994. 
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. h r· t l'lCC Collecting data from the field , processing and studying the 
Ill ( C IfS p ' · . . 

"d workbench with colleagues left an mdehblc mark on me on the cv1 cncc on a . . 
significance of collective endeavour to m.ake the dJscove:-r and difference. I have 
been forlunate and privileged to professiOnally work_ wJth a~d Ie_arn from other 
master craftsmen in the various fields that can be applied to h1stoncal knowledge 
such as economics from His Royal Highness Raja Or Nazrin Shah; anthropology 
from Data' Professor ·Shamsul Amri; geography from Professor Mohammad 
Raduan Mohd. Ariff; maritime history from Or Serafin Quezon and Dr Adrian 
Lapian; the field of Kelantan and Trengganu studies from the Adabi pioneers 
such as Dato' Syed Mansor, Oato' Hassan Harun, Oato ' Pahamin Rejab, .Nializan 
Othman and the late Fahim Hj. Yaacob; and more currently, international 
relations from Wisma Putra and legal processes and instruments from the 
Attorney General's Chambers. In all instances a team put the historical record 
under a microscope and extricated the evidence in an artisan workshop of equals 
to answer the burning questions of the humanities and social sciences as well the 
serving the needs of the nation. I would also like to take this opportunity to 
acknowledge the invaluable contributions of countless young researchers, some 
of whom went on to complete their masters and others their doctorates, while the 
rest continued their journey. Above all, it is my immediate family who taught me 
and learnt with me life's experience, with its values. culture and artistic 
creativity, that made work so very enriching and meaningful. 

11 

There are significant tasks and approaches we need to consider if we are to 
break through the historian's self-imposed impasse and create what we might 

call a 'new historiography' for the new millennium. Here I want to Jay out in 
broad brush strokes what such an undertakina miaht look like before later asking . ~ ~ 

~ome po_mted the current shortcomings of Malaysian historiography, 
mterrogati~g the doc~mentary evidence, and offering some answers to the 
problemat~que of craftmg a new historiography. 

The first step-returni·ng t BJ h · · · · 1 . . o oc -Is to enaaae m an unfettered cnttca 
enqUiry mto what is w o a · h h ~ ~ . r n~ Wit t e knowledge structures that have evolved and 
presented to us such an . ·d d · f . an un erstandmg of our histories Here a number o 
questions spccir · t M 1 · . · 
b h 

!c 0 a aystan history stand out. Why has indigenous history 
cen omogemsed'' M b · ore roadly, why has the people's history been 
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nu1r?inaliscd? Wh:.\l ac~ounts for the silences and the lacunae in our history? 
Askmg such questions ts more than a mere corrective. It is a significant act of 
engagement that is the starting-point for the creation of new historiographical 
possibilities. 

. ~econd, we need to interrogate the historical record, and especially the 
cxtstmg documents, through a much more sophisticated understandino of both 
the spatial and temporal logics of the contemporary world order-the c;ntluence 
of geography and history I mentioned earlier. Here the watchword is that history 
must be sensitive to the multi-scalar nature of social relations-emeroino 

0 0 

simultaneously from different scales of action. At the very least, we need to 
recognise the interpenetration of global, macro-regional, national, network and 
local scales, while at the same time understanding that these scales are not nested 
in a neat hierarchy but seem to coexist and interpenetrate in a tangled and 
bewildering way. Part of our daunting task, then, is to make sense of this 
appearance of organised chaos and randomness, to demonstrate causality, 
contingency, contradictions and connections. From this may emerge a new 
historical cartography. 

And third, once we understand how these processes of interaction are 
generated and how they operate, then we will be in a position to discuss three 
crucial issues which, if properly dissected, could be the foundations of the new 
fields of historical enquiry. These are the relationships between globalisation, · 
plurality and inclusion. What precisely is the impact of what is usually described 
as 'globalisation' on the extended network of localities, and the various spatial 
scales that mediate these processes, or, to put it another way, how global are we 
historically? What follows from this is the question of how we understand 
plurality in historical studies. This is important given the tendency of studies to 
promote a monistic interpretation that deliberately obscures the reality of 
diversity. It does so by means of a utilitarian conception of a singular historical 
past. What this means in effect is the privileging of the 'national', of the 'elite', 
of the 'statist' above any richer or even contradictory conception of the 
'community', of the 'people' or the 'subaltern'. Any discussion of plurality in 
history immediately faces very difficult problems. The most obvious problem is 
one of definition: what is pluralism and what, precisely, is one's attitude towards 
the diversity implied by pluralism? This returns to the questions . of 
methodology-of the historian's craft-that might best capture such ~llll:ahty. 
An answer can actually be articulated in the following way: that pluraltty ts the 
existence or toleration of diversity of ethnic or other socially-defined groups 
within a society or state. This, it seems to me, is an apt starting point for writing 

the new historiography. 
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The third issue follows on logically from the daim for a greater sense of 
plurality, and this shifts attention to the i~sue of inclusion and, by .extension, of 
pluralism and relevance in historical studies. It was suggested earlier that a great 
deal of contemporary history has erected high walls and glass ceilings, a 
tendency which has singularly neglected critical engagement with other 
disdplines. One manifestation of this is the kind of se~f~serving professional 
gate-keeping that operates in relation to graduate supervisiOn, research thrusts, 
;ppointments, publications, research grants and scholarships and which has the 
(intended) effect of maintaining a restricted and conservative domain for the self
chosen few. So the question that has to be asked is this: how inclusive are we? 
For the new historiography there must a pluralism that acknowledges the 
existence or toleration of diversity of theories, interpretations and methodologies 
in history and analogous social sciences, without ever compromising the 
standards of rigour that we take as the sine qua non of all scholarship. As I will 
suggest later, I believe that contemporary historical studies could benefit a great 
deal by learning from and debating with a number of important disciplines. 
Among the most obvious are economic and social history; new strategic studies 
with their emphasis on human security; legal studies; international relations and 
international political economy; and, perhaps most importantly, the range of 
specialisms developed in demography, genealogy, labour and peasant studies, 
that might best capture plurality and interdependence. 

Ill 

Clearly the reconstruction of a new historiography is a daunting agenda and 
not all the problems and opportunities that arise from thinking afresh about 

the historian's craft can be adequately dealt with here. But one way of illustrating 
t~e p~tential .f~r a new historiography is to offer a critique of some examples of 
histon~al wntm.g by examining the multi-scalar nature of history while at the 
same time offenng a heterodox reading of the relevant historical documents. In 
that way, we may be able to offer at least some tentative answers to the burning 
~uesti?ns of globalisation and localisation, of plurality and diversity, and of 
m~luswn and interdisciplinarity. This can be done be examining three benchmark 
episodes ~f Malaysia's history-the crafting of that history and the synthesis of 
thos~ partt.culars into a narrative that will stand the test of critical methods. In 
kcepmg with the argument that we need a multi-scalar interpretation of the past 
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and prc~cnl, I have ordered l~1c episodes to reflect the dynamic from the global 
and rcg10nal scales to the natiOnal and local scales of social action. 

*** 
The first benchmark of our historical interrogation is predicated on the 
longstanding recognition of the global importance of the Asiatic archipelago. The 
peoples and states of the prc-colonial Asiatic C:lrchipelago had over the centuries 
nurtured an aquatic civilisation of interdependence. In the words of Sir Thomas 
Stamford Raffles: 

I cannot but consider the Malayu nation, as one people, speaking one language, 
though spread over so wide a space, and preserving their character and customs, in 
all the maritime states lying between the Sulu seas, and the southern ocean, and 
bounded longitudinally by Sumatra and the western side of Papua or New Guinea.5 

In all instances of knowledge construction geopolitics, geostrategic and 
geoeconomics formed the submerged stru~ture of Southeast Asian history. First 
colonialism and then emerging global power structures in the aftermath of the 
Second World War invaded and conquered the epistemological space and created 
historical knowledge as represented in a series of 'appropriate' facts. 'Useful' 
knowledge was collected in the colonial period in published reports, statistical 
returns, official proceedings, census returns, administrative histories and legal 
codes. Globalisation, governed under the terms of the newly-installed Bretton 
Woods system, not only secured the financial, legal and military underpinnings 
of the region in the Cold War world order but also determined new forms of 
'useful' knowledge and a range of instrumental knowledge constructs. These 
were generally organised under the rubric of Malaysian Studies, Thai Studies, 
Burmese Studies, Vietnamese Studies, Philippine Studies, Indonesian Studies 
and would go on to cover all the ASEAN ten countries. In this way, the very 
notion of Southeast Asian history was invented as an object of geostrategic 
interest. In this regard, two interrelated aspects of conventional historiography 
stand out. The first is Halford Mackinder's well-known geopolitical approach to 
history embodied in his 'Heartland Theory' .6'The second can be u~dersto_od ~s 
the political manifestation of that theory in the conduct of US foreign pohcy m 
the region in the period after 1945. 

~ Thomas Raffles, ·on the Malayu Nation, with a translation of its Maritime Institutions' . Asiatic 

Researches, Calcutta, Vol. 12, 1816, p. 103. 
r, Halford J. Mackinder, Democratic Ideals and Reality. New York, W.W. Norton. 1962 [first 

published London, Constable, 1919]. 
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Mackinder proposed what would become the most wide~y discussed concept 
of geopolitical studies which, ironically, became the purvi~w ?f International 
Relations scholars and defence experts but not that of the. htstonans. Careful to 
avoid geographical determinism, Mackinder o;fered this prospectus for the 
international struggles of the twentieth century: The actual balance of political 
power at any given time is ... the pr?duct, on the one hand, of geographical 
conditions, both economic and strategic, and, on the othe~ hand, of the r~lative 
number, virility, equipment and organisation of the competmg peoples' .7 Though 
largely ignored by policymakers during the 1920s and 1930s, ~ackinder's views 
began to resonate in the US during the Second World War With the publication 
of his famous Foreign Affairs article 'The Round World and the Winning of the 
Peace' ( 1943) which was his last major statement on global affairs.8 And his 
theories and concepts proved readily adaptable to the emerging Cold War 
struaale between the United States and the Soviet Union. American strategists 

::::>b 

during and after the Second World War borrowed aspects of Mackinder's world 
view in formulating and implementing the policy of 'containment' of Soviet 
Russia and then China. Anthony J. Pierce, in his introduction to the 1962 edition 
of Democratic Ideals and Reality, could confidently assert that '[i]n America and 
in England, since 1942, most studies of global strategy or political geography 
have been based, in whole or in part, upon [Mackinder's] theories' .l) It was a 
message that would come to inform US policymakers in the new context of the 
Cold War after 1945. 

The extent to which Mackinder's 'Heartland theory' and geopolitics in 
general could be simplified and distorted to serve political and economic ends
and the highly instrumental way in which the history of Southeast Asia came to 
be appropriated, written and used after 1945-is perhaps best illustrated by 
reference to the notorious Pentagon Papers, usually seen as a source for 
International Relations scholars but equally important to the process of 
deconstructing the historical past and reconstructing a new historiography. 10 The 
Pentagon Papers, as is well known, were a government study of US involvement 

. . 
7 

H<\lford l M.ackin.der, 'The geographical pivot of history', Geographical Journal, XXIII, pp. 421-
444 ~nd repnnted m Democratic Ideals and Reality. For a good study of Mackinder's methodology 
and mfluence see W H Parker M ·k· 1 .. G d · · • ac 1nc. e1. eugraplzy as an Aid to Statecra't Oxford Claren on 
Press, 1982. "'' ' 

' Halford J. MacKinder 'The ro d Id . . 
595_

605
. ' un wor and the wmnmg of the peace', Foreign Affairs, 1943, PP· 

9 Mackinder, Democratic Ideals and Rea/in• p xx· 
10 George H · 'J' • 1. 

in New ~ e~m~, e~ . , The Pentagon Papers, New York, McGraw-Hill, 1993 [originally published 
online in ~hre 'a ua lraEnd~l~ Books, 1971 ]. The whole text of the Pentagon Papers is now available 

rave 1t10n at· http·// h · · www.mt olyoke.edu/acad/intrel/pentagonl. 
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in Southeast Asia. Commissioned by the Secretary of Defense Robert s 
• I • 

McNamara, m June 1967, the 47-volume, top secret study covered the period 
from the Second World ~ar to May 1968. It was written by a team of analysts 
who had access to classified documents, and was completed in January 1969. 
The study revealed a considerable degree of miscalculation, bureaucratic 
arrogance and deception on the part of US policymakers. In particular, it found 
that the US government had continually resisted full disclosure of increasing 
military involvement in Southeast Asia-air strikes over Laos, raids along the 
coast of North Vietnam, and offensive actions by US marines had taken place 
long before the American public was informed. In sum, the Papers showed how 
presidents and high-ranking civilian and military leaders had misled the 
American people about the role of the US in Southeast Asia. 

But this deception was for a purpose. For, at the same time, the Papers and 
other sources provide a wealth of empirical evidence that reveal the deep logic 
of the US rise to globalism through its own version of the Heartland strategy or 
what the influential American Council of Foreign Relations dubbed the 'Grand 
Area' or the 'Living Space', and Southeast Asia's part in it. The Council 
commissioned research to determine the minimal size of the informal empire 
necessary for the survival of US private capitalism in terms of raw material 
supplies, domestic employment and export outlets. 11 As early as 1940 the US 
Army and Navy Munitions Board had classified fourteen strategic materials not 
available from domestic sources. These materials were of paramount importance 
for the emerging industrial-military complex and, as Jonathan Marshall notes: 
'The Far East, especially Southeast Asia and India (whose exports were often 
shipped through Southeast Asian waters), supplied the most important of these 
materials' .12 Colonial Malaya, of course, would be the main supplier of tin and 
rubber, vital for the manufacture of tanks, among other things. Island Southeast 
Asia possessed the greatest deposits of raw material wealth, a fact that was 
understood and exploited by the US in its post-war 'making' of the region. 

We can draw two interim conclusions from this episode of our history. The 
first is an obvious one but no less important for that. The insights of geopolitics 
and geoeconomics have hardly exercised the imaginations of most historians 
who have left these sources-both conceptual in the case of Mackinder and his 
followers and empirical in relation to the Pentagon Papers-to traditional 
International Relations scholars and specialists in strategic studies. At the very 

11 See Kees van der Pijl, The Making of an Atlantic Ruling Class, London, Verso, 1984, ~h: I. 
12 Jonathan Marshall, To Have and Have Not: Southeast Asian Raw Materials and the Ongms of the 

Pacific War, Berke1ey, University of California Press, 1995, pp. 10-13. 
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. . b . th t historians should be having a fruitful debate with these 
least It IS o vwus a · · 1 1· 

h this the outpourin£ of geopoht1ca nerature (especiallv scholars But more t an • ~ . • 
. h. d d fter the onset of the Cold War) should Itself be used as a m the t ree eca es a . . 

. f evi·dence and treated with the usual scrutmy to whjch all pnmary source o 
primary documentation should be subjected. The very s~crecy revealed in the 
Pentagon Papers, for example, points to. extent to .which the US state was 
prepared to go in pursuit of its own strategic purpose m t~e cont~xt of the Cold 
War and the way it was prepared to subsume Southeast As1.a to thts purpose. The 
study of key treatises like that of Mackinder. is a ls~ an tmpo.rtant exercise in 
disclosing the official mind of US foreign pohcymakmg. how 1t conceptualised 
space, competition and international struggles-the submerged themes of 
Southeast Asian studies. 

The second interim conclusion is more critical. For these gcopoliticans 
geography meant distance, size, shape, and physical feature~ that were all static. 
It may be necessary to even consider the geographical dimensions of 
international relations but it is insufficient in offering a ·ati fac tory set of 
analytical lenses through which to under tand chan=c. Th-. ideJ of geography as 
spatial patterns and relations that rencct dynami · phy ·i I , nd human processes 
has largely been absent. In the Cold \Var era, for t.: xample. th world was seen as 
being composed of two blocs with no overl appi ng area ·. If historians arc able to 
re-appropriate our epistemological space it will bt.: to under ·tand the geopolitics, 
geostrategic and geoeconomics of Asia in whi ·h S mh r t A · ia has historically 
been its emporium. After all , it was in Southca t A"ia that all of Asian 
civilisations met each other in trade and commerce. And it was over this much 
older set of spatial and temporal patterns that the Cold \Var version of Heartland 
theory was inscribed. Southeast Asia was the Asian empori um that was the living 
space of its peoples, and surely this structural feature of the world economy has 
to · be built into the region's longue duree as the Cold \Var period be<Jan to re-
configure its logic. 

0 

*** 

The first example of contemporary historiography has mainly been to do with the 
~lobal. and r:gion~l scales of action. Our second episode continues the theme of 
tmpenal sub1uoat10n but h th · th 

J o ere e appropnate scale of action moves firmly to e 
le:el 0

:
1 
the state. If the logic of Mackinder's Heartland theory had been driven 

pnman Y by geopolitical d · · h 
th C Id W 

an geostrategtc considerations as they emerged wtt 
e o ar then a th · f ' no er VItal historical theme was the project 0 
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modernisation and the governing of global capitalist development in the region 
after I 945. 

Much of our contemporary understanding of history and historical studies in 
Malaysia is strung along the continuum of the creation of the so-called 'New 
States'. The process of creating contemporary historical knowledge begins in the 
twentieth century and is intimately linked with the succession of liberation 
struggles, the Japanese Occupation, the emergence of New States, the exigencies 
of the Cold War, the rise · of the 'new regionalism' and. more recently, the 
reconfiguration of globalisation. Twentieth century mega trends and mega issues 
set the agenda of intellectual and academic life with its international funding. 
research, conferencing and publication which then flows back to teaching. 
training and more funding, more research, more conferencing and more 
publication. The production and reproduction of social knowledge has been the 
relentless engine of academic life and this has been driven, above all. by the 
overpowering ontology of the state fonn. In particular. the unbroken thread of 
modern historical studies is tied to the idea of the New State and its development 
plans under the rule of conservative elites. who were een by powerful global 
actors as the key social forces for the advance of po ·tindepcndcncc nation
building projects and international capitali m. 

The 'civilising role' of international capitalism and colonialism continued in 
disguised forms to produce and reproduce knowledge that was useful for their 
purposes. There was litqe effort to understand that the priorities of nationalist 
leaders were to wage a war against poverty, hunger, illiteracy and ignorance, 
pestilence and sickness, war and death. The peoples ' Tweedledum-the early 
nationalist freedom fighters of the first half of the twentieth century- was 
understood by the New States' Tweedledee of the second half of that century 
through the prism of the 'development plans'. The peoples' history was 
appropriated and became New State History. In the 1960s and 1970s the 
dominant titles and themes of Southeast Asian New States included The Decline 
of Constitutional Democracy in Indonesia; The Making of Modern Burma; 
Burma: From Kingdom to Republic; The Politics of Reform in Thailand; 
Thailand and the United States; Vietnam: A Dragon Embattled; South Vietnam: 
A Nation Under Stress; Political Ideology in Malaysia; Malaya: A Political and 
Economic Appraisal and The Philippine Answer to Communism.u At the regional 

n Joseph Buttinger, Vietnam: A Dragon Embattled. New York. Greenwood. 1967; Herbert Feith. The 
Decline of Constitutional Democracy in Indonesia, Ithaca, Comell University Press, 1962; Lennox 
A. Mills, Malaya: A Political and Economic Appraisal, New York, Greenwood, 1973; Alvin H. 
Scaff. Philippine Answer to Communism. Stanford. Stanford University Press, 1955; Robert 
Scigliano, South Vietnam: Nation Under Stress, New York. Greenwood, 1978; lames C. Scott, 
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level Southeast Asian Studies were pregnant with In Search of Southeast Asia; 
South-East Asia in Turmoil; and Time Out of Hand: Revolution and Reaction in 
Southeast Asia. u The new nations of Southeast Asia, indeed the entire region of 
Southeast Asia, were measured, classified, categorised in the period of 
decolonisation. There was an Asia-Watch on Southeast Asia long before the 
present-day NGO surfaced. At the beginning of the new millennium it is now 
possible to understand and appreciate that internationally organised and financed 
academic combines were involved in generating the intellectual industry for 
Southeast Asian Studies. Elsewhere it has been uncovered that Southeast Asian 
Studies was nurtured deep in secrecy by victorious European military powers 
after World War Two that were withdrawing from the region. The colluding 
universities and institutions included Johns' Hopkins University, Cornell 
University, Oxford University, Cambridge University, Hong Kong University, 
University of Malaya in Singapore, other universities in China, Korea and Japan 
and the British Foreign Office. The origins of area studies were shrouded with 
hidden intentions. The Anglo-American axis promoted area studies to ensure that 
the region remained in place fm: their eventual return (see Document 1 ). 

Of course, the unearthing of these concealed operations does not explain 
everything that came to pass in the recent history of the development of 
Southeast Asian Studies. As we have already suggested, the rapid production and 
expanded reproduction of historical knowledge of Southeast As ia is intertwined 
with the twin themes of regional security and the expansion of capital in the 
1940s and 1950s. There was an absolute lack of transparency as international 
funding agencies combined with universities and state institutions to mobilise 
Southeast Asian Studies to 'Save the Free World ' from the perils of Communism 
and the 'revolutionary fires' that appeared to be engulfing China, Vietnam, the 
Philippines and Indonesia, and even Malaysia. 

While the role of US foreign policymaking (toaether with its now British 
subsidiary at the Foreign Office) helps to account for

0

the strateaic dimensions of 
this project, then the role of the Bretton Woods institutions__:the International 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) and International Monetary 
Fund (IMF)-and other international agencies was crucial for organising world 

Political Ideology in Malaysia: Reality and the Belief~ ol all Elite New Haven. Yale University 
Press 1969· F· k N T · ' 66· : • '. Jan · ranger, Burma: From Kingdom to Republic London Pall Mall Press. 19 · 
Da~~~.~· Wlls~n, ~ni:ed ~rates and the Full/re f~lThaila11d, New York, Pra~ger, 1970: D.K. Wyatt. 

14 
Polt~lcs of R:Jorm 111 That/and, New Haven, Yale University Press 1970. 

R
Dabvld J. Stembe!~· In Searclt of Soutltea.l·t Asia: A Modem Hisw~·r New York, Thornson, 197 1: 
o ert Shaplen, Ttme Out of' Ha .,,. 1) 1 · . · · 0 tsch 1969· B · . · 1 ( • \evo tt/1011 and Reaction in Sollth East Asia, London, eu ' 

• nan Crozter Soutlt-Ea~t A • • • 7, . . 
• · ".\la Ill 111'11101/, Harmonusworth, Penguin, 1965. 
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Source: CO 1 022 Colonial Of.ce: Sou~h East Asia Department: 
Original Correspondence, 1950-1956, Vol. 350 

(Microfilm copy, University of Malaya Library) 

capital for unfettered access to the region's resources . Governing the 
international economy was an idea made possible by the anarchy of the inter-war 
period and the shift in the US from isolation to global hegemony. In effect the 
Bretton Woods regime helped to constitutionaJise a particular model of ' free 
market' development. As Richard Peet puts it: 'Such cooperation would be based 
on a world market, in which capital and goods might move freely, regulated by 
global institutions operating in the general interests of greater stability and 
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d. b'l't , 1s Here the watchword was modernisation that relied pre 1cta 1 1 y . · . . . 
fundamentally on market mechanisms, With pn~at~ owne:shlp and. minimal 
barriers to the flow of private capital. The modernisation proJect for thts country 
specifically was motivated by two important,. and apparently parad~xical , 
agendas: the first was to develop Malaya economically b~t _to do so by ~ymg the 
country's fortunes explicitly to the rules of the pohtical-economtc game 
determined more and more by Washington; the second was to create a united 
Malayan nation through national integration under a compliant leadership. The 
paradox is that nationalist claims actually were subsumed to global imperatives. 

A great deal has been written about the latter process but historians have 
tended to neglect the significance of the former. 'Development' and economic 
transformation were to be realised through planned change framed within the 
various Bretton Woods Agreements. These were all ideas inspired by the 
Marshall Plan, the aid programme suggested by US Secretary of State George C. 
Marshall in 1947 to reconstruct Europe and Japan after the Second 'vVorld War. A 
similar model was adopted in the decade or so after 1945 throughout the New 
States of the region. Under the British Military Administra ti on, fo r example, 
Malaya proclaimed the Bretton Woods Agreements of 1945 (and later in 1957) 
through Ordinances with the force of law (see Document 2 and 3). These 
became the pillars on which the 'New State' would be constructed . The signed 
documents were legally deposited at the Archives o f the US and its go ld and cash 
entry for membership were deposited at the US Treasury. The IBRD instmctcd 
Malaya to establish its Central Bank as an agency of the IBRD and organised its 
Armed Forces as terms and conditions for the internationall y organised now of 
capital into its Development Plans. International capital, technology and aid also 
had a military imperative. The tentacles of the World Bank even reached far into 
the newly emerging academic community. One of the earliest of the University 
of Malaya's Vice-Chancellors, Sir Sydney Caine, had already served as Head of 
the British Treasury Delegation to Washington in the late 1940s and had been 
Chie~ of th~ World Bank Mission to Ceylon before taking up his UM 
appomtment m 1952. He would, of course, be appointed in time as Director of 
the London School of Economics. 

Th~ Bretton. Woods Agreements effectively marked the end of the coloni al 
order- m some mstances a decade before formal independence was declared
and.opened markets, raw materials and labour to the penetration of international 
caplt~l, techno~ogy. and commodities in the former coloni al territories. 
Multilateral capital mvestments and relations replaced former bilateral capital 

•s Richard Peet, Unholy Trin ·ry · Th IMF. 1 
· e • World Bank and WTO, London, Zed Books, 2003, P· 27· 
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Document 2: Proclamation No. 29 and Proclamation No. 32: 
Bretton Woods Agreements, 27 December 1945 
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Document 3: Federal Ordinance No. 75 of 1957: 
Bretton Woods Agreements, 30 December 1957 
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investments and relations. As the real genesis of contemporary globalisation, 
finance capital was embedded into the circuits o.f capital through th~ struct~res 
of the IBRD IMF and related international agencies. Thus the successiOn of five
year develo~ment plans of all New States in Southeast Asia must be understood 
not so much as expressions of the wave of ·nationalist developmentalism (the 
conventional explanation) but rather in the context of the emerging New World 
Order based on subsuming the nationalist impulse to the exigencies of finance 

capital. 
Bilateral relations were transformed into multilateral relations at Bretton 

Woods. While the various delegations to the negotiating process were getting 
acquainted with the details of its provisions-including the British who were in 
no position to resist the plans given the impoverished state of their finances-the 
Americans already had a very clear idea of what they wanted from this New 
World Order. The US position was announced publicly on the very first day of 
the Bretton Woods conference in the following terms: 

The purpose of the Conference is ... wholly within the America~ tradition, and 
completely outside political consideration. The United States wants, after this war 
full utilization ?f i~s. industries, its factories and its farms; full and stead; 
employment for Its citizens, ~articularly its ex-servicemen; and full prosperity and 
peace. It c~n have th~m only m a world with a vigorous trade. But it can have such 
trade only_tf currenct~s are s~able, if money keeps its value, and if people can buy 
and sell wtth the certamty tha~ the money they receive on the due date will have the 
value contracted for ~ thence the first proposal the St b.l. . . d . . • a I tzatiOn Fund. Wtth value 
secure and held stable, It Is next desirable to promote Id 'd . 
revive normal trade and mak f d .1 wor -wt e reconstructton, 
in turn call for A~erican e dun s ahvat able for sound enterprises, all of which will 

pro ucts ence the second l f h . 
Reconstruction and Development. 16 proposa or t e Bank for 

In other words, Bretton Woods was the . 
dominance and British collabo t' . occasiOn for the formalisation of US 

. ra Ion mto a new world . . . . 
particular a hegemonic monetary d economic dispensatiOn, 111 

f 
. . . or er centred on th US d 11 . en orcmg Institutions There is e o ar, complete with 

both collusion and co~rcion in t~ greatki~eal of evidence in the historical record of 
of t e m a ng of this n d pas -war power it reflected Th A ew or er and the constellation 
States of the 'Free World' i 1' d' e nglo-American nexus viewed the New 
u d 1 · ' ne u mg Mala · · · . . . n er ymg thrust was the creat' ·f ysia, In highly utilitanan ways. The 

ton o a world d . ommated by competition, trade 

16 ~S D~partment of State, Proceed 
Fmanctal Conference Bretto ings and Docrtment\· 01 . 
Government Printing Offi n Woods, New Hamp~lrir .J I I the Unrted Nations Monewry and 

Ice, 1948, p. 1148 cited i~ p e, ll y 1-22, 1944, Vol. 11, Washington, US 
eet, Unholy Trinity, p. 47. 
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and markets. in the classical economic sense and the New States came to be 
valued ~nly m terms of the total value of their final goods and services (Gross 
Domestic Product, or _GDP) and the total of incomes earned in producing that 
output (Gross Domestic Income, or GDI). In so doing, the Americans, in leaoue 
with their British counterparts and their financi al institutions , were able'=' to 
monitor the variables in the National Income Accounts of the New States to serve 
their own agenda. This was not visible at that time but today these sources are 
vital for the reconstruction of the economic history of an important period. 17 

In the crucial decade from 1944 to 1955- from Bretton Woods to 
Bandung- the new American global empire and the vestigial European empires 
in the region understood perfectly th at Southeast Asia was their industri al 
heartland that had to be won and maintained. They set about systematically to 
constitutionalise, institutionalise and rati omi"lise an economic order that would 
govern the 'developmental ' economies of the New States in ways that would lock 
them into a peripheral position in that order. A key element of this strategy was 
the discursive power of ideas and knowledge. In the economic realm , thi s meant 
advocating the discourse of classical , liberal economics. Geopoliticall y, ideas of 
the 'proper' function of the colonial and then po t-colonial state were ex tended 
in an age of the Cold War to ensure po li tica l compliance in the name of the 
'containment' of Communism. In the intersection of these discourses there 
emerged a strange kind of cross-breed New State, at once fierce ly wedded to 
nationalism and the project of 'Third \Vorldism' while, at the very same time, 
locked into geostrategic and geoeconomic historical processes that cemented 
their political and economic dependency. The old webs of re lationships that had 
historically created, distributed and reproduced the wealth of Asia_ f~r 
generations were once again ruptured for the next half century of the region s 
history. 

. *** 

As we have seen, the New State-in both its colonial and ~ost-coloni a l 
variants- defined its social order and within its territorial boundanes_ set ou~ to 

· d e and perpetuate Itself aher create the colomal knowledoe necessary to repro uc . 
· . o h. t I effort of data collectiOn Its own image. There 1s no doubt that t IS monumen a 

. . I t f re-independence Malaya is a major 17 

The creation and analysis of the histoncal natJona accoun s 0 p S R· · Nazr
1
·n "Historical 

· u · ' t of Malnya ee ap · research effort of the Asia-Europe Institute, mverst Y . · , Pa er delivered at XIII 
GDP t t' t" f M I 1900-1939· progress and perspectt ves · P s a IS 1cs o a aya, · . 

6 
J 1 ? QQ? 

International Economic History Congress, Buenos Atres, 22-2 u Y - -· 

i 

\ 
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I I• 1 . ·t >J'i'lllS with an invaluable set of tools which forn1 · · ·"t'ltion has c t 11s t '- • · and mtei)JIL: ._ . . . . for the reconstruction of the past. Th 
. d' . ' "lblc pnmmy SOUICC C 

one 111 ISpL:ns, . d their officials and associates collected a series or 
" lCJ'Ilinn colonwl states an . . . . k' d . . 
en ~ ~ . . 1 . • wn forms of positivist thm mg an comprehension 
records rcflcctmg t 1Cll o . . . I . . . . , ' 

. d . . d ·11g their own preoccupatiOns anc pnont1cs. 1 hcse embeddmg an I epl o uci 
. . d . 1 · al acquired facts became knowledge. Such knowledge colomal an post-eo om . . . 
. . . 1. d and served as a state Instrument that transformed was mstJtutJOna 1se . . 
1 d · t owet· In the early stages this knowledge was articulated as know e ge m o p . . . . . . . 

travel logs and memoirs, the study of langu~ges , th~ ~ompllat10n of dJctlonancs, 
the collection of Jaws and written histones, religiOn a~d ~us toms .. Culture, 
language and literature were appropriated for colonial '.ntervcnt10n and 
expansion. In its mature years the colonial state created useful knowledge as 
published reports, statistical returns, official proceedings, census returns, 
trigonometrical surveys, administrative histories and legal codes marking the 
deepening of colonial rule. The colonialists did keep meticul ous record 
especially about the economy and manpower. But it should be obvious that they 
recorded what was important to them, what was relevant to them. They 
reconstructed their image of the 'Malay world ' in term s of their own 
understandings of community, territorial space and time. And by the same token 
we need to also ask about the absences and the lacunae in this record : what was 
left out and why? What was deemed irrelevant and why? What do we need to 
know in order to create a more complete picture of the past and present? 

For the proto-colonial and colonial pioneers, the first step in acqui ring facts 
was to learn the local language, histories and customs of the peoples that spoke 
the languag~. This then became an ongoing intellectual project for more than 
t~ree ce~tunes as the colonial ideologues set about crafting their versions of 
history, m a localised version of 'oriental ism' that Edward Said so brilliantly 
unc~vered m or~ than 25 years ago.'R In 1701, for example, Thomas Bowrey 
published the first Malay and English dictionary entitled A Dictionary English 
and Malaya: Malaya and English.'9 He gathered his knowledae over nineteen 
years travelling and trad' · h A . . . b 

. . mg m t e static archtpelaao. More than a century later, 
Wilham Marsden publish d h' A D · . b · , 

. M 1 e 18 tctwnary of the Malayan Language tn tu 0 
part.~ a ayan and Engl'sl d E 1. ·. 

l 
1 an , ng tsh and Mctlayan.'2° Here the colonial text 15 

~ ~ Edward W. Said Orientali . , L d 
~ ~ Th , .11/1, on on, Penguin 1978 omas Bowrey A D · . · · . 

' tUwnary En~:li1·/i t 1 M 1 . . dd d ·ome 
short ~:rwumar mfe1• 1. 1 . · lilt ll ayo, Malayo and English: 7(J which IS a e ·1 

:z.o • • • .. . 0 f.:e /Jer IVt/h a 1 11 ,,. · 
WJJham Marsden A Dt'l'lt.tJII . . 

1 
a J e ll.J 11111e. London, Samuel Bridge, 170 I. d 

. ' · w y oft le M 1 L ·1· h an En~:llsh and Malayan Lo ·' L. a ayan llllf?llliRe. in 7\vo Partl" Malll)'an and Eng ts , nuon, ongm·l 11 .. 
'

11
• • urst, Recs, Orrne, and Brown, 181 2. 

. ., 
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barely hidden in the preface. The Dictionwy Marsdc ·t ,. . . ' n wn es, Is Intended forth 
use of the European who Wishes to become master of th ·d· e , . . e I toms and phraseolog 
of the Malayan .... It IS m tended for those who wish 't . y . . . . .· . . . o express himscl f with 
sufficient ptopnety to be mtelhgible for the ordinar·y p . f . . . urpose o speech ' 21 

More than this stated mtentwn, his · · · · 

... wish has been to facilitate the labours of those who not reo-a d. th M 1 . . . , o'r mg e aayanas 
merely an oral language, are destrous of studying its It'teratu d d · . . re, an ren enno 
the~.selves ~ualtfted to read and translate, not only letters on commercial and 
poltttcal busmess, but also compositions of a higher description, both in prose and 
verse ... 22 

Marsden had anticipated that some day these intelligent and well-instructed 
Europeans-with their commercial and political preoccupations-would have 
discovered and collected the extensive collections of historical annals and codes 
of law in the Malay language that would aid the murky business of empire. He 
had little doubt that the British influence would become unbounded throuohout 0 

the Asiatic world. 
It is clear that the study of the Malay language and Malay literature 

informed-indeed was a precondition for-the process of colonial state 
formation. The preface to R.J. Wilkinson's A Malay-English Dictionary 
(Romanised), published initially in 1903 and in then in the 1932 edition, pays 
tribute to the early British Residents of the Malay States.23 Referring to Sir Hugh 
Low, Wilkinson intones that with 'singlemindedness' he pursued his course to 
'educate and advise the native Rajas' and this was only made possible by an 
official possessing 'real knowledge of the language and an understanding of local 
customs' .24 In the first decade of the twentieth century Wilkinson was requested 
by Sir Ernest Birch, with the endorsement of the Colonial State, to compile a 
series of Papers on Malay Subjects. 25 Language, literature and culture w~re 
brought together as a field of study for the further accun:ulation of colontal 
knowledge. The resulting field notes were systematically wntten up on acce~ted 

· · 1 · · · · · · k 1 d creat1'on a11d formed part ot the pnncip es of 'scientific' utihtanan now e ge ' ' 
. ' . Th lonial hcts were presented 

ongomg expansion of colomal knowledge. ese eo ' . 
d b k ublications and were the 

as usable forms in the various journals an text oo P ' ' 

21 M arsden, Dictionary, p. iii. 
nffiw . 
ll . . • • , . . , . /) S. a ore. Kclley nnd Walsh, !903. p. t. 
z. R.~ · Wllkmson, A Malay-Englisll Dtctumory ( Rmnwli.W · mg P 

lbzd. p , !908 [rt!printed 
21 FMS Government ress. 

R.J · Wilkinson, Papers on Mal ay Subjec.:ts, Kuala ~umpu~·· . . J971 J. 
and edited by Peter L. Burns, Kuala Lumpur, Oxford UnJveJslty Prl!ss. 
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. . . f . 1 k 10wtcdnc that trained colonial officers in the Malayan Civil 
basis ot 111 OI m cc I v o . . . 

. 
1 1 

• ·t , 'l critic·11 rcndtna of these m valuable texts provtde an 
Servtce. n ot 1et wotc s, ' ' o . ~ . 
. · · 1 t ot 01.11)' into the process of colontal knowledge formation but Important msig 1 n · . . . . . . 
I I · 1 1 TI. 'S tll"ti·11 nuenced the constructiOn of colomal social Identity and a so t H~ tc eo Ob ~;. " . . . 

political institutions. In so doing, the Bntish n.ot only appropnated cultural 
kno\\ ledge of the Malay world but then domesticated such knowledge in the 
creation ~f state/imperial forms and structures to facilitate their hegemony over / 
local culture. History thus served as the handmaiden for cultural hegemony over 
society, creating the basis for inclusion and exclusion , for processes of .. 
indigenous co-optation, each of which has been a major legacy for the post-

colonial state. 
This araument can best be illustrated with reference to the use made of 

b 

census reports by the British colonial state which demonstrate the distinction 
between the community and the needs of the state. These reports weighed 
heavily on the needs of the New State. A population census was taken every ten 
years and in the twentieth century began with the 1901 census. These reports 
categorised and analysed basic facts monitoring the 'civilising process' and 
assisting in the colonial plan. Census Enactments were undertaken to make the 
process of data collection legally enforceable; census schedules were executed 
by supervisors and enumerators. In the 1911 census, for example, a total of 2,45 1 
persons were mobilised during the census period as enumerators for . the 
Federated Malay States: 

An idea of the work involved may be gained by the fact that over 300,000 Census 
sc?edules were printed more than I, I 00,000 slips of cardboard for tabulation were 
pnnted and cut, while 3,500 book covers to hold schedules were made and some 
300,000 house members were prepared.26 ' 

There is little doubt that the . . . h census operatiOns were an Important mechamsm for 
~ e elmp~werment ~f the colonial state. Communities were divided into male, 
Jema e, smgle, marned and w'd d 
oth . . h' I owe , age and occupation. There were numerous 

er ways m w tch the comm 't · l 
and publt'sh d · um Y was dissected and the information processcc 

e m census report Th data aga· d s. e accumulation of knowledae throuah census 
. m emonstrates the nar. · C:: o . 1 Astatic archipelago ,

1 
d h . ~owmg down of the expanstve space of t 1e 

and 1921 census M'~ ~ e/teal!on of the confined colonial state. In the 1911 
the Javanese 'B ' ·, ~ ~ys 0 the peninsula and those of the archipelaao such as 

' anJm ese, Boyanese M d . . . . o . 
---- ' en ellll, Knncht, Jambi, Achwese, Bugts 

u. A.M. Pountney The Co . . 
p. I 5. ' en.lus r~f the Fedemted M I , . 1911. 

a ay 5itmes, London, Darling and Son Ltd .. 
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•111d the aboriginal communities were identified as M·tlays in th · t . 
' . . . " " · e m erpretatJOn of 
d'lt'l In the 1931 census a cltst..tnctton was made between the M 

1 
f B .. 

' '· · . . . a ays o nttsh Malaya and other Malaystans ITom the archtpelago: 

The people~ includec~ under the he~d_'Other Malaysians' in the present report may be 
ethnograp!Hcally akm to, but dtstmct from the Malays and politically alien: 
Menangkabaus and other Sumatran peoples politically alien but ethnographical! 
indistinguishable from the Malay . of British Malaya; and aboriginal~ 
ethnographically far removed the Malays but truly 'people of the country' than any 
other race - in fact the only autochthonous population. The highly controversial 
question of the origin of the 'Mal ay race' may be left to the anthropologist. .. 27 

In the 1957 census the Superintendent of Census made the decision to draw the 
distinction between the Malays of Malaya and the others describing themselves 
as Boyanese, Javanese, Banjarese, Bugis and others as Indonesian.28 The New 
States of Malaya and Indonesia had emerged and the communities were 
marginalised (see Table 1 ). 

1,200,000 

1,000,000 

800,000 

600,000 

400,000 

200,000 

Table 1: Homogenisation of the Asiatic Archipelago, 
Federated Malay States, 1891 and 1957 

Malays & Other Malaysians _____ _ 
~---------- · (Census 1957) 

Excess of census figure over 
forecasted figure 

226,736 

Forecasted at annllal rate of 
2% (169 1 - 1957) 

Malays & other Malaysians. 
677,701 

1 , 1~6.437 

1891 1957 . . . 
. I· . Res~arch PIOJcCI, . . . . . . f Pre-lndependcnce !Vl,l ,\y,l. . 

Source: Htstoncal NatJOnal Accounts 0 . . . 
1
-M·•I·

1
y·t 

· u verstty o ' ' ' · Asia-Europe Jnstttute, Ill · 

. . I s· t . ·tin London. . p· . blem I' oj Vaa ta ' ·' . . n . 1 011 Cerllllll 10 · C.A. Ylienland, A Report on the !931 Cens/1.\ tllll . t' 
T Dep·utment o he Crown Agents, 1932, p. 38. . ,f Mala ya Kuala Lumpur. ' 2

K H. Fell, /957 Population Census of the Federal/Oil 0 · · ' 

Statistics, Federation of Malaya, 1958, P· 12. 
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I th . form of head count was the land settlement 
At the local !eve ano er . 

b h Settlement Offrcers. These settlement surveys 
· cys conducted Y t e 

~m v . . . 
1 
. f aaricultural and housing lots, nature and age of 

tdenttfied ownets lip o o 0 h 
. . d 1 tt d these useful facts on survey maps. t er useful facts 

culttvatton an P o e · 
d 

· · t t've purposes were answers to questiOns such as who 
collected for a mmis ra 1 . . . 

. d h b d ·y stones at the time of settlement, does the owner resrde pomte out t e oun m . . 
l I d Of the authorised representative; address for servtce of Land 

on t 1e an ; name . 
Office Notices; and general remarks on cultivation. The e field details were 
transferred onto land registers for the collection of land r venues and the 
enforcement of land legislature. The Chief Settlement Office, Batu Pahat, fil es in 
the Johor Archives cover the period 1933-40. It contains 23 boxes packed with 
files. Each box measures 8 inches and it is not difficult to imag ine the amount of 
useful data collected for colonial knowledge.2

'J 

The assets and liabilities of the poorest sectors in the colonial social order 
were documented through a remarkable Enactment of 1936 named Small Estates 
Deceased (see Document 4). All inheritors of propertie not exceeding $2,000 in 
value had to declare on standard forms all movable and immovab le properties, 
not exceeding $2,000 in total value, of the decea eel, accompanied by the Death 
and Burial Certificates. The data contained in these document include ethnicity, 
nature of occupation, length of residence, age, eau ·e of death, value of movable 
and immovable properties, nature of movable and immovable properties, amount 
of_debts, reasons for borrowing, residence of money-lender and relationship of 
heirs to the deceased. In the District of Batu Pahat alone there exist a total of 
1,692 file cases in the Johor Archives. One startlino conclusion that can be drawn 
from thi~ statistical evidence is that the longer on: lived and eked a living in the 
countryside the poorer one became. 

The annual macro picture of th · . f' · · · · h 
bl

. h d e P1 og1 ess o colomal rule IS con tamed m t e 
pu IS e Annual Reports of _ h M 1 f f . eac a ay State and Straits Settlements. The 
ormat or each of these reports d . . 

the coloni 1 . d · . . was stan ard1sed m to different sections based on 
a a mmtstrative structure f th M I 

report contains a brief l . 0 e alay States. A standard annua 
listory of the Mal s · · · d by section on financial 1 d ay tate m Its mtroduction followe 

' an ' survey minin 1· d prisons, courts, legislatio d . ' g, customs, public works, po 1ce an 
these brief section ace n, e ucation, health, district and European staff. Each of 

ounts was compiled f I 
reports at the State le 1 h ram typewritten annual departmenta 
B . . ve t at were fo d h 

nttsh Resident/ Ad · ·' . rwar ed towards the end of the year to t e 
VISOI s Offrce. At the district level each District Office 

z~ Shaharil Talib, 'Global His 
The Centre for s to~y at the Local Lev 1 B . . r 

outheast Astan StLtd' e • atu Pahat District 1900-194 1 ' Worktng pape ' Ies. Kyoto U . . • . 
mversity, Kyoto, 1990, pp. 285-95. 
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Documenf 4: The Small Estates Enactment, .Johore, 1936 
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Source: Government Printing Office, Johore, 1937. 
(University of Malaya Law Library) 

maintained administrative history records of the District Office, Land Office, 
Forest Department, Mines Department, Chief Settlement Officer's Office, 
Collector Land Revenue and other colonial district departments. Collectively 
these facts were the epistemological space created for colonial rule. The 
recapturing and relocating of these historical records are fundamental to refining 
existing academic spaces and creating new ones. 30 

30 A regional approach is required to breakdown the inbuilt facts of colonial knowledge. See for 
example Maznah Mohamad, 'The Malay Handloom Weavers: A Study of the growth and decline 
of traditional manufacture', PhD thesis, Department of Southeast Asian Studies, University of 
Malaya, 1989; Mohammad Raduan Mohd. Ariff, 'Dari Pemungutan Tripang ke penundaan udang: 
Satu kajian mengenai sejarah perkembangan perusahaan perikanan di Borneo Utara, 1750-1990'. 
PhD thesis, Department of Southeast Asian Studies, University of Malaya. 1993; Siti Khajar l'vld. 
Shah, 'Sejarah Pertahanan Pulau Singapura dan Wilayahnya, 1819-1927'. MA thesis, Department 
of Southeast Asian Studies, University of Malaya, 1995; Hanizah ldris, 'Pembangunan dan 
Pcrkembangan Infrastruktur Pelabuhan Singapura, 1819-1941'. MA thesis, Department of 
Southeast Asian Studies, University of Malaya, 1995; lchiro Sugirnoto, 'Analisis struktur 
pentadbiran kewangan British di negeri Johor, 1896-1957', MA thesis, Department of Southeast 
Asian Studies, University of Malaya, 1997 and Jiram anak Jamit, 'Perkembangan pentadbiran 
kewangan Brunei di bawah system Residen ( 1906-1959)', MA thesis. Department of Southeast 
Asian Studies, University of Malaya, 1997. 
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These examples-from census reports, settlement surveys, and annual 
reports-contain the raw data relevant to the colonial project. One crucial aspect 
of this was the way that the records helped to create new notions of territoriality 
since they referred to geographical data that were catalogued for each political 
unit in a similar way. These records are important not only in the sense that they 
were used by the British colonial administrators, forming the basis for modern 
historiography and geography. They are also central as a source ready for 
reinterpretation and as a vital corrective for a new interpretation of the past and 
present. Here one thing should be emphasised. The historical record-the 
administrative artifacts-created by the British scholar-administrators was much 
more than just the realisation of a utilitarian administrative policy and was much 
more sophisticated than simply an instrument of colonial oppression, though it 
certainly was both of these things. 

The colonial discourses and colonial knowledge reflected the rich and often 
astute observations on the cultures which they administered. Part of the task, 
then, is to reveal the processes of transmission of colonial knowledge. But 
beyond this, one of the most important historiographical lessons from this record 
is the way in which such discourses and knowledge were adapted and reproduced 
by indigenous society itself. Imported knowledge was also acquired, internalised 
and utilised with all kinds of intended and unintended consequences. One of the 
most interesting areas of the new historiography lies in the study of how the 
colonial discourse itself was appropriated and indigenised, and then fed into the 
nationalist discourses as they began to make an impact from the 1930s onwards. 
As such, colonial history and geography became also the basis for national 
h6story and national geography and the portents of a potential new nation and 
state. 

No matter how sophisticated and nuanced the colonial record may appear to 
be, and no matter the extent to which the colonial forms of knowledge were 
opened up for reinterpretation, transformation and appropriation in the process of 
indigenisation, there is also little doubt the colonial project also engaged in social 
and cultural marginalisation. This was obviously true in relation to the officially 
sanctioned content of educational curricula. For example, Sanskrit and Arabic 
languages and scripts that were central to the Malay language and literature were 
excluded in the curriculum. Religion, ~1istory, economics and law were equally 
marginalised from Malay Studies and the other fields that made up the 
humanities and social sciences (see Document 5). 

The anthro~~Iogical dimension of these texts-specifically genealogies. 
customs and re1Jg10n, whose common her2tage carried the families that created 
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Documellf 5: The Sixteenth Meeting of the Conference of Rulers,. Malay States, 
24 May 1951 

; . 
.,. 

, • ' .. _, • t 

.. ;,} -~' 

Source: C0537 Colonial Office and Predecessors: 
Confidential General and Confidential Original Correspondence, 1759-1955. 

(Microfilm copy, University of Malaya Library) 

these manuscripts beyond defined colonial boundaries-were also ignored. It 
took a long time for those who made their name in the field of Malay literature 
to recognise that the Trengganu Sultanate is the direct male line successor of the 
Malaccan Empire (see Document 6). 31 It will take an even longer time to realise 
that in Kelantan there are the Bugis, Achenese, Minangkabaus, Javanese and 
others from the Asiatic archipelago who proclaim themselves as Kelantanese. 

Today, historians have a unique opportunity to reassess the past not only by 
utilising the colonial record-this would be the basis, for instance, of a new 
economic history-but also by making use of hitherto neglected sources that 
have too easily escaped the scrutiny of those preoccupied only with the ·national' 

) I Ali Haji ibn Raja Ahmad, Raja, Tultfot al-llr(/is: 1/oskolt 'lt·renggrlltll, Kuala Terengganu, The House 
of Tengku Jsmail, 19~ I, with an lntrmluction by Shaharil Tu lib, lslllail Hussein and Michiko 
Nakahara. 
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Genealogy of the l\llalacca Rulers 
Document 6: 
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Source: Ali Haji ibn Raja Ahmad, Raja, Tuhfar al-nafls: naskah Terengganu , 
Kuala Terengganu, The House of Tengku lsmai I, 199 1. 

. d remains or state level of analysis. Colonial knowledge formatiOn was an 
important. But we also need to be aware of other texts other sources, that c~n 
offer different insights. Here l am thinking of exampies such as the humb e 
petition letter, an historian's goldmine (see Documents 7 and 8). 
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Docllment 7 and 8: Petition Letters, Kelantan, L912 and 1924 
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Source: BAK 657/1912 and BAK (M Series) 115/1924. 
(Nalional Archives of Malaysia) 

These letters emanated from a section of society that could not readily 
represent themselves in the formal colonial record. They have largely 
disappeared from history. Not to be forgotten too were the thousands of 
anguishing petition letters from Chinese small-holders experiencing hardship 
and poverty in Batu Pahat District that were silenced from the records by colonial 
officials who discarded them in wastepaper baskets. But the very act of going to 
someone to write the letter bears out this marginalisation of a large and di\ erse 
segment of Malaysian history. The existence of the petition letters compels the 
historian to ask who these people were who went to petition writers: what were 
their petitions about ?32 From a methodological point of view, how can we draw 
together the official census data with the richer, messier reality presented by the 

31 
Shaharil Talib, 'Voices from the Kelantan Dcsa IIJOO- IIJ40', Mml0rn Asian Studies, V& 17, No. 1, 
1983, pp. 177-95 . 
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f Ot beina in thrall to the colonial record 
I h I' s one way o n ~ 

letters? Sure y, ere Ie d' . of power aaainst which the marginalised 
. . . h . but one Iscoui se ~ . . 

scemg It Iat ei as 1 f the nealected h1stoncal source would be 
often resisted Another examp e o .::> • f I. a d 

· . h' 1 d. attention to the tmportance o mea.::>e an 
1 .. · 1 a1oaJesWIC1 1aw 
1Istonca gene, o . . t to the official history of the state. Here 
k' 1 · nd act as a counte1 pom . . . . 

ms 
11

P ~ .· 1 that cha11enae our methodological abiltt1es to aenea1oa1es are the raw mate! Ia s o . . . . . 
0 

o k' h. f th marainalised establ!shmg lmeages of 1 es1stance reconstruct the ms Ip o e o ' . . 

d .· h n tJ1e institutions of the colontal state were mtent on and accommo atwn, w e 
reducing people to subjects and to commodities ..... 

IV 

This lecture began with a bold and critical claim: that too much of what 
passes for Malaysian historical studies today is inadequate to the task of 
understanding the interdependent and multi-scalar world we inhabit. It i not an 
exaggeration to speak of a crisis of confidence and a cri sis of method. Part of the 
problem, as I sec it, is that there has been too little critical self-reflec tion on what 
the historian does, too little critical examination of the sources at our di sposal , 
and therefore a lack of clarity about where the discipline may be heading. The 
current impasse follows an era when historians seemed to be clear about what 
was significant in the past and how to analyse it. This refers to the first post
colonial generation who inherited the rich colonial archive and wanted to 
refashion it in the euphoria of independence and the nation-building project. 
Much of value was created in historical studies. But little of this work went 
beyond an elaboration of themes and topics that would have been familiar to the 
c~lo~~al administrator-scholars. Today we have entered a period when issues of 
sigmficanc.e, met~o~, theory, and narrative are all in the process of creative 
reformulatiOn. This Is certainly a challenge. This should also be an exciting time 
to be (or to.become) an historian, but the job entails more demands and risks than 
whe.n core Issues and procedures in the discipline were assumed to be settled and 
o?vw~s. The ~urpose of this lecture has been to set out what I see as some of 
h1stoncal studies' short · · 

. . . . commgs m order to help appreciate history's present 
prospects, opportumties and uncertainties. 

I began by Iayina out · b 
h' · o '

111 very road terms what the project of craftina a new 
Istonography for Malaysia at the beginnina o' f th '11 . . I t 1 ook like 

o e mt ennmm m1g 1 o · 

'3 Jeffrey Finestone with Shaharil Talib • ) . . 
Ehsan, Malaysia: Shahindl!ra Sd 

81 
d, The /\{)ya/ Fcmul1e.\· t~f' South Eost l\sia, Selangor Darul 

11 · 1 ., 2002, 2"J ed. 
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As such we need to ask provocative question, of which the two most important 
arc probably the following: how much about your own history do you know? 
How do you know what your own history is? The answer to these questions was 
undertaken in three cumulative steps. The first was to offer a critique of existing 
writing-the privilege of every generation of historians, to be sure-in order to 
ask new questions of old materials as well as to identify new sources of 
knowledge formation . As the detailed analysis of our historical records 
demonstrated, what this means in the first instance is a critical engagement with 
existing records and here we identified the wide range of materials that derive 
from the colonial archives and the official documents of international institutions 
as they shaped and moulded the trajectory of national history in the twentieth 
century. In addition, our study suggested that the 'official' record needs to be 
supplemented by the creative use of previously marginalised records, those 
contained, inter alia, in the petition letters or genealogies. 

The second step was to suggest that any creative re-crafting of the sources 
reveals something integral to the history of the Asiatic archipelago in general and 
of Malaya/Malaysia in particular: this history has always been made by the 
interactions of multiple scales of human interaction. Even a cursory 
understanding of the Southeast Asian world before colonialism points to this 
essential truth: that-this world was infinitely flexible and liquid; that it embodied 
sophisticated networks of human intercourse; that it contained within it the full 
potential for human development. As we have seen, the colonial project-with 
its own priorities in relation to knowledge formation-irrevocably altered this 
pre-colonial world. Taking a utilitarian and positivist view of both history and 
geography, the colonial d~scourse managed to reconceptualise and objectify the 
liquid world into a new cartography of fixed territorial boundaries that reflected 
the intensfied imperial competition of the n~neteenth and early twentieth 
centuries. Thus what had been a multi-scalar world was reduced, through modern 
historiography and geography, to the bounded world of the colonial state. This 
became the spatia-temporal fix that would become the object of the new 
geopolitical and geoeconomic priorities of the post-war world now dominated by 
the US rise to globalism. The task of the new historiography is not to ignore this 
history still less the production and reproduction of knowledge that undergirded 
its key priorities. Rather, it is to understand the interplay between the bruh.' 

material realities of the colonial and global imposition and the ways in which 
ideas, ideology and knowledge played an absolutely ccntrnl role in its 
reproduction . History was crafted by the powerful nnd some of that 
understandiug needs to be recaptured nnd re-crafted. One wny we have suggested 
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this can be done in through a fruitful dialogue with the methods and sources 
usually attributed to International Relations wh!ch .can ope~ up ne~ avenues ?f 
enquiry for historians. That much should be self -ev1dent. It IS an object lesson m 
the way that regions and region-ness are constantly created. an? re-created: In the 
pre-colonial world, we witness the utter fluidity of the hqwd world-literally 
encompassed by the sea-borne ties of commerce and kinship, and metaphorically 
represented by the tanah air. This was the world that was defended so eloquently 
by Sultan Ala'uddin of Makassar when he wrote in 1615 that God gave the sea 
'in common'. In the colonial world, by contrast, we see the making of the region 
as a fixed entity bounded, annexed, and territorialised and then connected to the 
centres of empire through a series of hubs-and-spokes. 

And third, only once we have recaptured a critical reading of these 
transfonnations can a sense of the multi-scalar past and present be brought back 
to the centre of the historian's craft, as well as a sense of the plurality of history 
that demands the inclusion of those conventionally excluded from history. It is a 
historiography that can successfully cut across cultural and linguistic baniers, 
what we could call the 'tribal' barriers of the modern nation-state. It is equally 
the project of writing Malaysian history 'from below', by bringing the 
'subaltern' (the peasant or the economically dispossessed) into the territory 
largely occupied by nationalist history. 

The new historiography contains within it many overlapping goals. In 
dialogue with other social scientists, with their own preoccupatio71 with general 
models of social explanation and behaviour, the historian must foster the 
capacities to read abstract and theoretical treatments of history and to apply them 
to discussion and research. At the same time, historians must encourage a 
c?llec.tive, critical process of exploring and evaluating ideas and approaches to 
histoncal study. Further, historians need to be in a position to generate a usable 
~ody of knowledge through which to approach and appreciate recent historical 
lJt~rature, a~ well as a wider range of primary sources. This entails once again the 
~rtJs.anal skills of constantly revisiting the archival materials to hone the craft that 
IS history. And this is not to forget the pedagogical objectives of our primary 
resear~~1-. the workbench at which new knowledge is created: building students' 
capahJIJties to develop resea · 1 . · · · t to 1 cl PI OJects, and creatm er a shared comm1tmen 
supp~rt one ?nother's efforts in this process . The task 

0

of the new historiography. 
then, Is to hnng all our sk1'JI l , ·I , . . . , , . .t. in . . · s o tt s ldJ per I ocus and a h1gher plane. l h1s WOI r.. 
my expcnence lllvolves cc JJ· 1 . · · · ·· tlt~r 

' > •11<>1 nt1on rather than comJ)Ctit ion cnuque 1 '\ 
than complacency Tl · . · . 1 ' I" · ·t 

. . · lis IS I le challenge to the historian of the twl!nty- us 
century. Failure to meet tl ·h· 11 ~ · · · t'on f . . . . le c d cnge IS Lo court the danger uf homogcn1sa 1 
o OUI way of I de and to one • , ,, . 

e ,Jglllll surrender our collective destiny. 
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